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Abstract

Objective: Tinnitus has been shown to be associated with specific cognitive deficits.

Contemporary models of tinnitus, based primarily on human behavior, emphasize the

influence of the cognitive response to tinnitus in tinnitus manifestation and level of

associated annoyance. The models and hypotheses proposed thus far have

(a) focused on the cognitive response to the onset of tinnitus, and not necessarily

focused on the cognitive consequences of established chronic tinnitus, and (b) failed

to dissociate the contributions of cognitive and perceptual load in their theories. Load

theory states that we have a limited capacity of neural resources that can be used to

process internal and external stimuli. This theory is differentially applied to percep-

tual load, which refers to the neural resources engaged in the processing of sensory

stimuli in our environment, and cognitive load, which refers to the occupation of a

more central resource that is involved in higher-level processing, such as stimulus dis-

crimination, decision making, and working memory processing.

Methods: A focused review was conducted on behavioral and brain-imaging studies

examining cognitive deficits in tinnitus, in an attempt to reexamine the findings in a

load theory framework.

Results: Findings of these studies are discussed in the context of load theory, and a

novel model for understanding these findings is proposed.

Conclusion: We believe the incorporation of load theory into models of tinnitus may

advance understanding of the cognitive impact of tinnitus and lead to better manage-

ment of tinnitus.
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1 | INTRODUCTION AND GOALS

Current models of tinnitus have proposed that failures of cognitive

control are critical to the perception of, and emotional response to,

tinnitus.1-3 Such models consider cognitive failures as they specifically

relate to the onset of tinnitus; in this review, we consider cognitive

failures as seen after continuous tinnitus has been established. We

also follow the assumption, as do previous models, that these cogni-

tive failures appear after tinnitus onset, and are likely caused by the

percept. We believe that two distinct processes contribute to the
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observed alterations in cognitive processing—(1) tinnitus onset alters

sufferers' cognitive processing (or may indeed be a result of such

changes due to other factors such as sensory deprivation), and (2) the

process of habituation leads to further changes in this processing.

Selective attention and cognitive control studies in this area have

greatly advanced our understanding of the relationship between tinni-

tus and cognition, but we do not yet have a comprehensive model to

represent this relationship. Our understanding could be further clari-

fied by considering the roles played by specific perceptual or cognitive

processes that may be altered as a result of tinnitus. In this article, we

describe load theory and explain its relevance to understanding neural

systems of cognition as they relate to the experience of tinnitus. We

then review literature linking tinnitus to alterations in cognitive func-

tion, highlighting work examining the impact of tinnitus on perceptual

and cognitive resources. Adopting a load theory framework, we pro-

pose an updated model of chronic tinnitus that builds upon previous

models to advance understanding of tinnitus from a cognitive neuro-

science perspective.

2 | LOAD THEORY AND COGNITIVE
CONTROL

Load theory4 emerged as a mechanism to help us better understand the

processes underlying selective attention. It posits that our efficiency in a

selective attention paradigm is dependent on the specific perceptual and

cognitive demands of that paradigm. Selective attention is an important

tool in making sense of the world around us, while the processes of cog-

nitive control help us prioritize responses and execute appropriate

responses to specific situations. While some specifics underlying this the-

ory are yet to be uncovered, extensive research has supported the princi-

ples of load theory, and it is a prominent theory in the study of selective

attention. Load theory is centered around two kinds of neural

resources—perceptual resources and cognitive resources.

3 | PERCEPTUAL LOAD

3.1 | Definition

Perceptual load theory4 is concerned with the limited capacity of brain

regions involved in the sensory processing of attentional selection, such

as the auditory and visual processing pathways, and their contribution in

selecting target stimuli in crowded or complex perceptual fields. Percep-

tual load is defined as “the amount of information involved in the

processing of the task stimuli.”5 A stimulus environment would be con-

sidered to demand high perceptual load if considerable perceptual

resources are required to conduct efficient stimulus selection in said

environment, such as a crowded visual display, a noisy auditory environ-

ment, or a stimulus setup where objects (visual or auditory) are very simi-

lar to each other in terms of their physical or perceptual characteristics.

Perceptual load theory claims that when perceptual load is high,

processing capacity is fully engaged in target selection, leaving fewer

resources available for the processing of distractors.4,6,7 In cases of low per-

ceptual load, perceptual capacity is not exhausted, which leads to a “spill

over” of the remaining resources on to the distractors, which in turns leads

to increased distractor processing as compared to high load environments.

3.2 | Relevant studies

Studies of perceptual load have suggested that processing by per-

ceptual resources may be reflective of the underlying neural mech-

anisms of bias competition resolution based on the physical

characteristics and spacing of objects in the perceptual field.8 It

was hypothesized that the strength of the biasing mechanisms

used to resolve competition between stimuli would determine the

degree to which distractors are processed, because a visual display

that induces stronger interactions between stimuli should require

greater top-down effort to suppress the surrounding distractors

and process the target.

Early research in load theory suggested a similar impact of per-

ceptual load in the auditory domain as described above in the visual

domain,9 while recently an auditory analogue of the famous “gorilla

study” of inattentional blindness10 has been demonstrated,11 and

increased auditory perceptual load has been shown to be associated

with diminished performance in an auditory search task.12 Some of

our understanding in this area can be derived from one of the oldest

and best-known studies of auditory selective attention: the “cocktail

party phenomenon” seen in dichotic listening paradigms.13 Dichotic

listening demonstrated how we can “ignore” a stream of perceptual

information when focused on another one, and while load was not

specifically manipulated in this study, the experimental set up could

be assumed to be of high perceptual load. These findings align with

the claims of perceptual load theory—in a crowded perceptual field,

we are able to ignore irrelevant information and focus on relevant

stimuli. A detailed review of auditory perceptual load indicated that

the majority of results demonstrating an impact of perceptual load

within audition are derived from studies that manipulate perceptual

demands by varying the complexity of perceptual processes needed

to successfully perform the task.14

There has also mixed evidence on whether the impact of percep-

tual load on selective attention is modality-specific15,16 or cross-

modal.5,17-20 However, cross-modal studies of selective attention

likely induce cognitive load, and so are considered in the next section.

3.3 | Brain regions

Perceptual load is primarily processed in regions where the features

of perceptual stimuli are processed, such as the auditory cortex (con-

sisting of Heschl's gyrus and the lateral geniculate nucleus21), and

visual processing regions (such as the fusiform gyrus, superior occipi-

tal gyrus and lateral occipital cortex22). It may also involve regions

involved in the processing of other forms of sensory stimuli (such as

the somatosensory cortex), but for the purposes of this article, we are
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primarily interested in visual and auditory processing regions. These

regions are highlighted in Figure 1.

4 | COGNITIVE LOAD

4.1 | Definition

As load theory was empirically investigated, it became apparent that

the efficiency of selective attention may also be impacted by the type

of load, and that, in addition to perceptual load, the amount of load

placed on cognitive control processes at a given time may also impact

the extent to which distractors in an environment are processed.23

Load theory posits that when perceptual load is low, active cognitive

control is exercised to select the target stimulus in the presence of

distractors. Active cognitive control engages cognitive resources, lead-

ing to increased cognitive load. This higher cognitive load involves

executive control functions, which maintain attention to the current

task. Scenarios inducing high cognitive load may include multitasking,

task-switching, or conducting any task engaging working memory

while completing a selective attention task. If the reader has ever

turned down music when nearing their destination while driving, they

are familiar with the impact of high cognitive load—we reduce our

cognitive load to focus on the task at hand (finding the destination).

4.2 | Relevant studies

Foundational work introducing cognitive load demonstrated that per-

formance on selective attention tasks was subject to more distractor

interference when working memory was engaged in a secondary

task,23 while increased cognitive load was observed to cause

increased distractor interference in a spatial search task.24 An increase

in distractor interference of auditory selective attention when work-

ing memory load is highly engaged has also been empirically demon-

strated, suggesting that the availability of cognitive resources was

important in efficient control of auditory attention,25 supported by

research suggesting a large influence of working memory in control

over involuntary switches of auditory attention.26

Since cognition is a central resource, cross-modal effects of load

become important. In a series of four experiments distractor interfer-

ence was seen to increase in the nonverbal auditory Stroop task in a

high-load condition as compared to low-load, but the effect was not

seen if the concurrent cognitive load was verbal.27 The opposite

effect was seen for the verbal Stroop task. This demonstrated that the

interference effect of cognitive load can be context-dependent, a

finding supporting earlier research in the visual domain.28 At a physio-

logical level, the auditory-evoked brainstem response to task-

irrelevant sounds was seen to decrease with an increasing visual-

verbal working memory load, demonstrating the cross-modal effects

of cognitive load, and its impact on selective attention.29

4.3 | Brain regions

Cognitive load is believed to be processed in regions of “higher level”

processing, such as the frontal and prefrontal cortices (eg, the

precentral gyrus, orbitofrontal cortex and middle frontal gyrus30), pos-

terior parietal cortex (including the precuneus31) and regions of emo-

tional valence processing, such as the anterior cingulate.31 Figure 1

F IGURE 1 A, Putative brain regions involved in the processing of perceptual load and B, regions involved in the processing of cognitive load
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shows the brain regions believed to be involved in the processing of

perceptual and cognitive load.

5 | LOAD THEORY AND TINNITUS

Cognitive and perceptual load likely have significant influence over

both the perception of tinnitus and its impact on emotional well-

being. Some models of tinnitus detail the role played by attention and

cognitive control in tinnitus perception and annoyance,1-3 but they do

not consider the role of cognitive or perceptual load. We believe that

the role of cognitive control in tinnitus may be better modeled by

including load theory.

Research investigating cognitive deficits in tinnitus has been

broadly guided by one of two hypotheses. The “general depletion of

resources” hypothesis states that the perception of tinnitus causes

constant orienting to the sound, thereby reducing overall processing

capacity. The “controlled processing” hypothesis claims that tinnitus

has a more specific impact—patients should be able to complete sim-

ple tasks at a similar level to non-tinnitus controls, but performance

should suffer in more difficult tasks and multitasking paradigms. Con-

sidering these hypotheses in terms of load theory, the controlled

processing hypothesis of tinnitus implies an overload of cognitive

resources, leading to reduced capacity and thus to worse performance

on tasks which engage higher-order cognitive functions, such as work-

ing memory. The general depletion hypothesis suggests that tinnitus

consumes both perceptual and cognitive resources—if performance

suffers across all tests of attention and cognitive control, it is possible

that perceptual resources are being occupied sufficiently to lead to

worse performance in detection tasks, and cognitive resources are

also being overloaded, leading to diminished performance in discrimi-

nation tasks.

Typically, two types of cognitive tasks are used in selective atten-

tion paradigms—detection tasks and discrimination tasks. Detection

tasks prompt participants to indicate when they identify a target stim-

ulus, while discrimination tasks ask participants to make judgments

about competing stimuli. These types of tasks involve inherently dif-

ferent mechanisms; detection tasks demand greater perceptual

resources, as the task is relatively simple and does not require higher-

level processing, while discrimination tasks demand greater engage-

ment of cognitive resources, as decisions must be made when

attempting to differentiate between stimuli. In the context of research

on tinnitus, it is important to keep these distinctions in mind when

evaluating various tasks incorporated by different studies. If the tinni-

tus percept, which can be considered the “distractor,” engages primar-

ily perceptual resources, we would expect group differences between

tinnitus and non-tinnitus subjects in detection tasks, while there may

not be significant group differences in performance on discrimination

tasks. According to load theory, since more perceptual resources

would be engaged by tinnitus, fewer are available for distractor

processing as the available capacity is applied towards detection of

the stimulus, which may lead to different levels of performance in

these tasks. Conversely, if tinnitus engages mostly cognitive

resources, we would expect diminished performance in discrimination

tasks and tasks that involve working memory in tinnitus subjects com-

pared to non-tinnitus controls.

5.1 | Cognitive studies in tinnitus

In reevaluating studies conducted on cognition in tinnitus in the

context of load theory, it becomes apparent that the focus has

primarily been on cognitive resources and their involvement in tin-

nitus, at the exclusion of perceptual resources. Studies have

shown that cognitive deficits in tinnitus manifest in a more pro-

found way in more demanding and complex tasks than single-task

designs,32,33 and tinnitus subjects have been reported to be signif-

icantly slower than non-tinnitus controls in both auditory and

visual domains in the Stroop and Go/No-go tasks (both discrimi-

nation tasks).34-37 This apparent support for the controlled

processing hypothesis aligns with studies demonstrating that tinni-

tus patients self-report a greater number of cognitive failures in

daily activities than controls,32 as well as the finding of tinnitus-

specific failures in the executive control tasks of the Attention

Network Test.38,39

Neuroimaging studies also play an important role in furthering

our understanding of tinnitus through load theory. Tinnitus subjects

have shown increased BOLD activity in the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex (vmPFC) when presented with a sound, as compared to mat-

ched controls,40 providing a functional analogue for reported

decreases in grey-matter volume in the subcallosal area and vmPFC of

tinnitus subjects.41-43 The functional differences observed were fur-

ther seen to be correlated with the loudness and duration of percep-

tion of the tinnitus signal.40 Taken together, these results suggest an

overloading of cognitive resources in chronic tinnitus. In a tinnitus-

specific emotional Stroop paradigm, increased activation of the

orbitofrontal cortex was seen in high distress tinnitus patients as com-

pared to low-distress tinnitus patients, and tinnitus distress was seen

to be positively correlated with activity in the orbitofrontal cortex.44

Combined with similar behavioral performance between groups, the

neuroimaging findings suggest an increased loading of cognitive

resources in tinnitus patients when completing this cognitive task.

The level of engagement of cognitive resources seems to be related

to tinnitus annoyance, as low-distress tinnitus patients, who have

habituated to their tinnitus, do not demonstrate the increased frontal

activation when compared to non-tinnitus controls. In contrast, Ste-

vens et al37 found similar performance between tinnitus sufferers and

controls on an “easy” and a “difficult” task, suggesting support for the

general depletion hypothesis. However, the gap between the perfor-

mance of the two groups increased as task difficulty increased. Fur-

ther, tinnitus severity may also impact performance—we would expect

those with more severe tinnitus to perform worse in a difficult cogni-

tive task than those with milder tinnitus,44 but since individual tinnitus

severity was not reported, it is difficult to parse out specific cognitive

mechanisms that may be responsible for this finding in a relatively

small sample.
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There have been a series of studies investigating alterations in

resting state functional connectivity in tinnitus as compared to con-

trols.45 Differences have been reported between tinnitus and control

subjects in the ventral attention network (VAN)46 and dorsal attention

network (DAN).47-50 The VAN is believed to be involved in involun-

tary reorienting of attention to salient stimuli, while the DAN is

believed to be involved in voluntary switches of attention. Coupled

with the findings that the default mode network may show decreased

connectivity in tinnitus patients compared to controls,49,51 it appears

that tinnitus sufferers are engaged in increased cognitive processing

at rest compared to non-tinnitus, hearing matched controls. It is plau-

sible that as sufferers habituate to the tinnitus, they are able to “free

up” some of these resources, reducing the cognitive load, and are then

able to better direct and focus their attention.

Whereas the studies discussed above suggest overwhelming evi-

dence for an overloading of cognitive resources in tinnitus, it is worth

noting that none of the studies approached tinnitus from the concept

of load. As such, any suggestions about their findings in terms of load

theory are speculative. It is also worth noting that few studies have

incorporated a detection task aimed specifically at examining engage-

ment of perceptual resources. One of the most pertinent findings in

this area might be the observation that those with chronic unilateral

tinnitus demonstrated more accurate responses when stimuli were

presented in the tinnitus ear compared to the non-tinnitus ear, dem-

onstrating a “pre-attentive” effect.52 Load theory claims that when

perceptual resources are overloaded, stimulus processing increases

while distractor processing decreases—this pre-attentive effect may

reflect an engagement of perceptual resources by the tinnitus signal.

There is also evidence from neuroimaging studies to suggest an

overloading of perceptual resources in the presence of tinnitus. Posi-

tron Emission Tomography (PET) studies have shown increased meta-

bolic activity in auditory processing regions of tinnitus sufferers

compared to healthy controls,53-55 while resting state fMRI studies

have demonstrated increased neural activity2,56,57 and altered sponta-

neous neuronal activity3,47 in the central auditory pathways. This

increase in resting activity likely reflects processing of the tinnitus

percept, which indicates an increased perceptual load in tinnitus sub-

jects at rest, as compared to healthy controls. In a PET study, prefron-

tal and auditory regions associated with the tinnitus percept were

identified,55 which may reflect engagement of both cognitive

resources, processed in frontal areas, as well as perceptual resources,

processed in the auditory cortex. This suggests that both types of

resources are being employed by the tinnitus signal in different ways.

Some work has found that behavioral performance across varying

levels of cognitive load is similar between tinnitus sufferers and

controls,58,59 but research using fMRI revealed reduced fronto-parietal

activation in the tinnitus group for the task>rest condition in one

study.58 Additionally, reduced activity in the attention network in the

auditory domain was observed, with the opposite effect (ie, increased

activity) observed in the visual domain. As the authors of this study sug-

gest, the observed patterns of neural activity may underlie group differ-

ences in task processing, but it is worth considering that this reduced

activation may alternatively stem from increased baseline activity in the

tinnitus group, which would explain the reduced activation seen in the

tinnitus group. These findings highlight the differential activity in the

attention networks of tinnitus sufferers relative to controls, while unde-

rscoring the need to better understand the impact of cross-modal per-

ceptual processing the presence of a high cognitive load.

6 | PROPOSED MODEL AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Tinnitus has been proposed as a disorder that has a reciprocal rela-

tionship with cognitive control—an individual's cognitive control may

predict how quickly and efficiently that individual habituates to their

tinnitus.2 As we further refine our understanding of tinnitus, it is

worth taking a higher-order view of the relationship between tinnitus

and cognitive control. Cognitive control is greatly impacted by the

level of perceptual and cognitive load at any given time, which makes

load an important factor to consider. Rather than considering tinnitus

through the general depletion or controlled processing hypotheses,

F IGURE 2 Proposed model of
cognitive deficits associated with tinnitus.
Blue represents brain regions occupied by
cognitive processing of tinnitus signal.
Orange represents brain regions occupied
by perceptual processing of tinnitus
signal. Model is applicable specifically to
established chronic tinnitus. AC, auditory
cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex;

FFG, fusiform gyrus; OC, occipital cortex;
OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; Prec,
precuneus; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex
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we might think of tinnitus from the perspective of perceptual and cog-

nitive resources, and by extension, load. No study has yet directly

investigated the influence of tinnitus on either perceptual or cognitive

resources, although as discussed previously, evidence suggests a key

role for load theory-informed designs in advancing knowledge of the

mechanisms of tinnitus.

The proposed model in Figure 2 is a synthesis of these theories

and the associated studies. It updates previous models of tinnitus,1-3

incorporating the hypothesized regions involved in the processing of

perceptual and cognitive load. Husain3 listed a variety of regions

believed to be implicated in various neural networks and various tinni-

tus subgroups—here we emphasize brain regions engaged in

processing the load tinnitus induces. Neuroimaging studies at rest and

during task performance point to an overloading of both perceptual

and cognitive resources, so it may be beneficial to approach the rela-

tionship between cognition and tinnitus from two perspectives. The

first is through perceptual load—tinnitus is an undesired stimulation of

the auditory processing pathway, meaning sufferers' perceptual

resources are constantly engaged in the processing of the sound itself.

While few studies have directly manipulated perceptual load, a possi-

ble pre-attentive effect in the tinnitus ear52 suggests that baseline

perceptual load may be higher in the tinnitus ear of those with unilat-

eral tinnitus. Studies have also demonstrated increased activity in

auditory processing regions at rest in tinnitus subjects compared to

both hearing loss and normal hearing controls, further supporting this

hypothesis. The observed “pre-attentive” effect may be indicative of

perceptual resources processing the tinnitus “signal,” but this may or

may not manifest as behavioral differences in detection tasks relative

to controls. Further study is needed to truly elucidate this effect.

A second consideration is that the constant perception of tinnitus

affects the cognitive load of a sufferer. Sufferers could be ruminating

on the presence of the sound, attempting strategies to mitigate the

loudness of the sound, or attempting to minimize the emotional dis-

tress caused by the sound, all of which would engage working mem-

ory and cognitive resources, leaving fewer resources available for the

processing of tasks. This is evidenced in studies where performance is

consistently seen to decrease in the presence of tasks of high cogni-

tive load when compared to controls. Additionally, most of the behav-

ioral studies discussed here incorporated visual stimuli in their tasks,

and performance was observed to diminish cross-modally, strengthen-

ing the claim for engagement of a central cognitive resource. Impor-

tantly, these two hypotheses would give us a better understanding of

tinnitus as it relates to cognition, allowing us to design studies to more

precisely measure the intricacies of cognition in relation to load, which

may lead to the development of more targeted therapy for

established, chronic tinnitus.

The understanding of tinnitus through a load theory framework

needs to be directly tested to help us better understand the neural

bases of tinnitus related to cognition and perception. It is plausible

that while the engagement of perceptual resources by the tinnitus sig-

nal remains constant throughout the duration of a sufferer's percep-

tion of the signal, cognitive resources are likely most heavily engaged

immediately following the onset of tinnitus because attention is

directed to the signal, attempts to subdue the signal and control the

emotional response to it. As participants habituate to the signal, the

process of coping with the tinnitus becomes more automated, thus

fewer cognitive resources are occupied in the response to tinnitus,

freeing up these resources to be used in other tasks. This implies an

effect of tinnitus duration (with the accompanying change in annoy-

ance) on performance in cognitive tasks, which have not been tradi-

tionally accounted for in this literature.

Modeling tinnitus in a cognitive control framework has advanced

the field's understanding of tinnitus and its underlying mechanisms,

yet some gaps in understanding exist. Existing models of tinnitus can

be further refined through the addition of load theory, giving us a

framework to understand the relationship between tinnitus and cogni-

tion. The model proposed here extends prior work by considering

chronic tinnitus after it has been established, and further accounting

for the involvement of perceptual and cognitive resources, proposing

that the competition seen between the two types of resources as

integral to the cognitive impact of tinnitus.
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